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Abstract — Unsteady flow passing a heated square cylinder has been investigated using a hybrid LES-RANS
approach at a moderate Reynolds number of 22, 050. Two near-wall RANS models are blended smoothly to the
LES region. The two models applied have successfully reproduced time- and phase-averaged flow field. Encour-
aging convective heat transfer has been predicted. An increase in the convective heat flux is found on the cylinder
top/bottom surface with imposed free-stream turbulence. More accurate prediction of velocity and Nusselt number
profiles has been made by the use of LES-kω model.
1. Introduction
Unsteady flows are common in many industrial configurations such as flows around compres-
sors and turbines. In such cases, turbulence plays an important role in solid surface temperature
distribution as a result of convective heat transfer. For example, hot gases from the combustion
chamber hit turbine blades while cooling flows are injected from the blades’ cavity. Reproduc-
ing the surface temperature distribution is essential for both design and optimization purposes.
However, flow separation and reattachment, mixing of the cold & hot streams and wake vor-
tices greatly affect the surface temperature distribution. Thus, it is of great importance to have
accurate prediction of these unsteady flows that relate to surface heat transfer.
Flow passing a heated square cylinder is widely used as a classical case in studies of unsteady
flow and heat transfer. The separation, flow recirculation and vortex shedding are keys to the
convective heat transfer on cylinder surfaces. Bosch and Rodi (1998) studied this case using
unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) (widely used in industrial applications).
Although some main parameteres like lift/drag coefficient and Strouhal number were predicted,
the URANS was unable to reproduce details of turbulent structures, especially those near the
cylinder surfaces that were essential to heat transfer. Therefore, as high-performance computing
resources becoming more affordable, researchers moved to large-eddy simulation (LES) and
detached-eddy simulation (DES) for more accurate prediction of turbulent flows. Rodi et al.
(1997), Barone & Roy (2006) and Wiesche (2007) conducted LES/DES studies on structured
grids. However, it is not possible to use structured grid for most industrial applications and
unstructured grid is the preferred choice. As the numerical approach of unstructured grid is
different from that of the structured grid, results of the LES/DES simulations on structured grid
may not be sufficient and validation on unstructured grid is needed. More recently, Boileau et
al. (2013) showed that wall resolved LES on unstructured grid provided good prediction on
unsteady heat transfer using sufficiently high grid resolution and small time-step size, which
could lead to a high demand in computing resources.
In the present work, flow passing a heated square cylinder is investigated numerically using a
hybrid LES-RANS approach with unstructured grids. The hybrid LES-RANS model used here
attempts to combine the advantages of LES in resolving vortices away from the wall with well-
developed RANS for near-wall treatment. Two RANS models are used: the Spalart-Allmaras
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(SA) model and SST k-ω model, and blended into the LES zone smoothly. Free-stream turbu-
lence is imposed to the inflow. Validation of the numerical results is conducted by comparing
the flow field near the cylinder top surface and in the wake as well as surface heat transfer
profiles with experiments.
2. Numerical method
The Favre-average compressible Navier-Stokes equations for ideal gas are solved in conserva-
tion form,
BQ
Bt
`
BF
inv
i
Bxi
´
BF
vis
i
Bxi
“ 0 (1)
The conservative variables are Q “ rρ, ρrui, rEsT , the inviscid and viscid fluxes are defined as
F
inv
i “ ruiQ`r0, δ1ip, δ2ip, δ3ip, ruipsT and Fvisi “ r0, rτ1i, rτ2i, rτ3i, rτkiruk` rqisT . The stress tensor
rτij , total energy rE and heat flux rqj satisfies,
rτij “ 2pµ` µT qprSij ´ 1
3
Bjrujδijq, rE “ ρre` 1
2
ρruirui, rqi “ ´pk ` kT q B
rT
Bxi
(2)
where the turbulent thermal conductivity is computed from kT “ µTCp{Pr. An extra equa-
tion of state p “ ρR rT is also included to define the relation between pressure, density and
temperature for ideal gas.
2.1. Near-wall modelling
The standard SA model is used for the near-wall RANS. The turbulent eddy viscosity is defined
as µT “ ρrνfν1, where rν satisfies the transport equation,
Brν
Bt
` rui Brν
Bxi
“ cb1 rSrν ´ cw1fwprν
d
q2 `
1
δ
r∇ ¨ ppν ` rνq∇rνq ` cb2p∇rνq2s (3)
The SST k-ωmodel is also applied for the near-wall modelling. It solves two transport equations
to determine the turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation,
Bρk
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s (4)
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(5)
where the turbulent eddy viscosity is defined as,
µT “
ρa1k
max pa1ω,ΩF2q
(6)
The SST k-ω model is well-known for combining the accuracy of k-ω model in resolving the
near wall boundary layer and the low free-stream sensitivity of the k-ε like model (Menter et
al. 2003). It is therefore expected that the SST k-ω model would give a better prediction of the
flow field near the top/bottom and rear surfaces of the square cylinder.
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Figure 1: Hybrid LES-RANS approach Figure 2: Schematic of the flow domain
2.2. LES-RANS Hybridization
The RANS and LES blending is achieved by using a Hamilton-Jacobi equation,
|∇rd| “ 1` fprdq∇2 rd` gprdq, fprdq “ ε0 rd, gprdq “ ε1p
rd
dc
q2 (7)
where rd is the modified wall distance, dc is the RANS cut-off distance typically at y` “ 60, f
and g are the control functions. As Figure 1 shows, the RANS and LES regions are defined by
the nearest wall distance d. The blending of RANS and LES in the mixed zone is controlled byrd and ε ranges from 0 to 1 corresponding to the weighting of LES. A smooth transition in eddy
viscosity field is therefore obtained and helps maintain good numerical stability. ε “ 0 means
no explicit SGS model is used, which is often referred to as implicit or numerical LES. This
hybrid LES-RANS approach has been successfully applied to quite a few other studies (e.g.
Mitchell et al. 2006, Xia & Tucker 2012)
2.3. Spatial and temporal discretization
Viscous terms are discretized using central differencing while a MUSCL type scheme is used
for inviscid fluxes at the common face of two neighbour cells,
F “
1
2
pFL ` FRq ´ σ
1
2
|
BF
BQ
|pQR ´QLq (8)
The up-winding term is controlled by parameter σ P r0.1, 1s. Q and F are the conservative
and flux vectors. Subscripts L and R represent the immediate left and right position of the
common flux face, where piecewise linear reconstructions are performed from cell centres to
give a second-order spatial accuracy. Moreover, the dual-time advancing is employed with
the outer physical time discretized by a three-level backward Euler scheme, thus leading to a
second-order temporal accuracy. The inner pseudo time is advanced by a three-stage Runge-
Kutta scheme. As the outer time is discretized implicitly, it allows larger physical time steps to
increase the efficiency compared with explicit time marching (Xia 2005).
2.4. Free-stream turbulence generation
Free-stream turbulence (FST) is imposed to the upstream of the cylinder by perturbing the veloc-
ity components. This perturbation in velocity field is expected to naturally develop into realistic
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Figure 3: A slice of the instantaneous z-
velocity contours with FST
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Figure 5: Cut-away view of the unstructured mesh (left) and enlarged view of the prism layers
(right)
turbulence in the downstream region. This technique, although simple, was found quite effec-
tive by Pakora et al. (2011) in the near-wall region of a nozzle flow. Figure 2 shows a schematic
of the perturbation location in the flow domain. The velocity perturbation is generated by,
u1 “ IU8θ, θ “
a
´2 lnpk1q cosp2pik2q, k1, k2 P p0, 1s (9)
where U8 is the free-stream velocity , I is a control coefficient, k1 and k2 are two random
variables and θ is a random variable following a standard Gaussian distribution. More details
of the random number generation can be found in Box & Muller (1958). In the present study,
the perturbation plane is set to be at x “ ´7 D upstream of the cylinder. 1{2 and 1{4 of the
turbulent velocity are applied respectively to the neighbouring and next level cells of the per-
turbation plane (i.e. I˘1 & I˘2). This disturbed velocity field is interpolated trilinearly to the
unstructured cells. Figure 3 illustrates the imposed FST and its development downstream by
the z-velocity contours. The turbulence intensity of the simulated FST at y “ 4 D away from
the cylinder is presented and compared to the analytical solution of Baines & Peterson (1951)
in Figure 4.
3. Configurations
3.1. Computational setup
The square cylinder case has been studied by various experiments and simulations. In the
present study, the diameter of the cylinder is D “ 1 cm. The flow domain is 14 D in height,
27 D in length and 4 D in span, which maintains the same blockage ratio as the experiment of
Lyn & Rodi (1994).
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Figure 6: Time-averaged y` profile for first
boundary layer on cylinder surfaces
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Figure 7: FFT of the raw pressure signal at
centre line of cylinder top surface
The incoming air is under the standard atmosphere pressure at 101, 325 Pa. The temperature
of the inflow is 300 K, thus resulting a inlet Mach number of 0.108. The top, bottom and side
surfaces of the flow domain are treated as slip walls, while a no-slip and isothermal boundary
condition at 330 K is applied to the cylinder surfaces. Change of flow temperature in the
boundary layer due to the temperature difference between the wall and the free-stream induces
a variation of fluid properties. Therefore, the Reynolds number is calculated based on a film
temperature Tf “
1
2
pT8 ` Twallq, which results in Re “ 22, 050.
A hybrid mesh of 4 million cells has been generated for numerical simulations. The cylinder
corner is slightly rounded to allow better quality of the prism layers. As Figure 5 illustrated,
two refinement regions in the wake and close to the cylinder can be observed to help resolving
the flow recirculation near the wall and vortices in the wake. The cell height of the first prism
layer ∆h is set to 10´4 D, which limits the time-averaged y` around the cylinder to be under
0.3 as Figure 6 shows. This shows that the first prism layer is small enough for the near-wall
models to resolve the effect of the wall without the use of a wall function.
3.2. Data processing method
Lyn and Rodi (1994) and Lyn et al. (1995) investigated the velocity field near the top surface
and in the wake using laser Doppler velocimetry. Time-averaged and phase-averaged velocities
and fluctuations are provided and can be used to evaluate how our method captures the flapping
shear layer, reversed flows and vortices in the wake. Dura˜o et al. (1988) also provided some
velocity data at Re “ 14, 000 with a free-stream turbulence intensity of about 6%. Another
velocity data set measured using phase Doppler anemometry by Fohanno & Martinuzzi (2004)
is also included. In terms of pressure coefficient on cylinder surfaces, experimental profiles
are available from Bearman & Obasaju (1982) at Re “ 20, 000 and Igarashi (1985) at Re “
37, 000. For the von Ka´rma´n instability, Lyn et al. (1995), Dura˜o et al. (1988) and Bearman &
Obasaju (1982) provided the Strouhal number as a reference of the vortex shedding frequency.
This frequency is obtained by applying a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to the pressure signal
taken from the centre line of the cylinder top surface. More detailed validation is performed by
comparing the phase-averaged velocities above the cylinder top surface and in the near wake
with results from Lyn et al. (1995).
Considering the validation of heat transfer results, Igarashi (1985) measured global and local
time-averaged Nusselt number on cylinder surfaces at different Reynolds numbers. A correla-
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tion is also provided by Igarashi (1985) for the global averaged Nusselt number,
Nug “ 0.14Re
0.66 (10)
which is valid for 5, 000 ď Re ď 60, 000. As none of Igarashi’s experiments are at the present
Reynolds number (Re “ 22, 050), Igarashi’s correlation is transformed for scaling the Nusselt
number profile at the closest Reynolds number (Re “ 18, 500),
Nus “ Nuexpp
Re
Reexp
q
0.66
(11)
Yoo et al. (2003) measured the mass transfer of flow passing a square cylinder with the
naphthalene-sublimation technique. The local Sherwood number profiles on cylinder surfaces
can be used to derive the local Nusselt number profile using a analogy between heat and mass
transfer. This analogy is expressed as,
Nu “ Shp
Pr
Sc
q
1{3 (12)
where the Prandtl number of air is Pr “ 0.71 and the Schmidt number of naphthalene Sc “
2.53, obtained from the correlation of Cho et al. (1992) taken at temperature of 303K, the same
as Yoo et al.’s experiment.
The instantaneous flow variable, fptq, can be decomposed into a time-averaged component
and a ‘random’ component, or a phase-averaged component and a ‘random’ component,
fptq “ f ` f 1 “ xfy ` xfy1 (13)
where f and xfy are the time- and phase-averaged parameters, f 1 and xfy1 are the fluctuation
components. Root-mean-square value of the fluctuation part is introduced for the validation
of these ‘random’ components. The phase-averaged parameter is obtained by averaging the
instantaneous variable of all the time-steps that have the same phase angle (ϕ) in vortex shed-
ding cycles. Following Lyn & Rodi (1994), the phase angles are defined on an instantaneous
spanwise-averaged pressure signal pptq taken from the centre line of the cylinder top surface.
This raw pressure signal is then processed by a low pass filter, whose cutting frequency equals
to the vortex shedding frequency derived from FFT as Figure 7 shows. The peaks and valleys
of the filtered signal are used to define every half of the vortex shedding period, where 10 sep-
arate phase angles are selected. Figure 8 shows an example of the phase angles on the filtered
pressure signal.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Time-averaged results
The time-averaged pressure coefficient profiles are presented in Figure 9. Good agreement can
be seen between the numerical results and the experimental data from Igarashi (1985) (‚) and
Bearman & Obasaju (1982) (İ). The value of time-averaged pressure coefficient of the LES-kω
model on top/bottom surface reduces from corner B to corner C, which is also shown in profiles
of experiments. This reveals that the speed of the reversed flow reduces when moving upstream
from corner C to corner B.
Figure 10 illustrates the time-averaged x-velocity and fluctuation profiles above the cylinder
top surface. Overall, profiles of both models agree well with the experiment of Lyn & Rodi
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Figure 9: Time-averaged surface pressure
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İ, Exp.
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Figure 10: Time-averaged and fluctuate x-velocity above the cylinder top surface: —, LES-SA;
– –, LES-kω; ‚, Exp.
(1994) (‚). The shear layer position, where the maximum velocity is reached, is accurately
captured. A slightly higher velocity of the reversed flow is shown by LES-kω model near the
rear surface (x “ 0.5 Dq. This is believed to be the result of more active vortices in the near
wake. Overestimate can be found in the x-velocity fluctuation profiles at x “ 0.5 D. It is
probably due to the over-predicted intensity of interaction between the flow recirculation and
the shear layer.
Time-averaged streamwise and transverse velocity profiles in the wake are presented in Fig-
ure 11, and the fluctuation profiles are shown in Figure 12. Profiles of simulations match with
experimental results of Lyn et al. (1995) (‚), Dura˜o et al. (1988) (Ĳ) and Fohanno &Martinuzzi
(2004) (‚). In terms of the x-velocity, the LES-kω model reports a slightly stronger reversed
flow in the near wake (x ď 1 D). As a result, the valley of x-velocity profiles is deeper at
x “ 2D and x “ 4.5D. This suggests that the LES-kω model presents more energetic vortices
in the near wake, thus reduces the recovery speed of x-velocity. Both models slightly over-
predict the y-velocity fluctuation at x “ 1 D after the cylinder (´0.5 D ď y ď 0.5 D) while
under-prediction of the peak occurs at x ě 2 D. On the other hand, profiles of the y-velocity
and x-velocity fluctuation are close between the numerical results and the experimental data.
Overall, it is obvious that profiles of the LES-kω model agree slightly better with that of the
experiments.
Figure 13 presents the streamwise velocity recovery and velocity fluctuation at y “ 0 in the
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Figure 11: Time-averaged x- and y-velocity in the wake: —, LES-SA; – –, LES-kω; ‚ and ‚,
Exp.
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Figure 12: Fluctuate x- and y-velocity in the wake:—, LES-SA; – –, LES-kω; ‚, Ĳ and ‚, Exp.
wake. The velocity recovery of Dura˜o et al. (1988) (Ĳ) is faster compared with the other two
experiments. Also, the peak of the fluctuation profile is higher and further from the cylinder.
This is mainly because that in Dura˜o et al.’s experiment (1988), the Reynolds number is lower
(14, 000) and the turbulence intensity of the inflow is higher (6%). In spite of that, profiles
of both models agree with the experimental profiles. However, the LES-kω model provides a
slightly higher velocity in the reversed flow region (x ď 1.5 D) and relatively slower recovery
in the wake, which is the same as the transverse profiles show. As mentioned before, it indicates
that the vortices reproduced by the LES-kω model have higher backward x-velocity and thus
leads to a decreased x-velocity far from the cylinder. Furthermore, the peaks of the x-velocity
fluctuation profile of the LES-kω model is shifted slightly away from the cylinder, which is
closer to that of the experiments. It can be observed from the experimental profile of Lyn et
al. (1995) (‚) that a small rise in the velocity fluctuation occurs at 3 D ď x ď 4 D. A similar
trend is shown in profiles of Fohanno & Martinuzzi (2004) (‚) and LES-SA model, but not in
that of the LES-kω model. This is the main reason that the x-velocity fluctuation of LES-kω at
3 D ď x ď 6 D is a little lower than that of the LES-SA and experiments. It may be the vortex
shedding phenomenon in the wake that causes this small rise.
4.2. Phase-averaged results
Phase-averaged velocities are presented for better understanding of the quasi-periodic flow,
which is mainly caused by the von Ka´rma´n instability. Figure 7 illustrates the Strouhal number
obtained from the FFT of the pressure signal from the cylinder top surface centre. As Table 1
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Figure 13: Time-averaged and fluctuate velocity at y “ 0 in the wake: —, LES-SA; – –, LES-
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Table 1: Comparison of Strouhal number as a reference of vortex shedding frequency
Lyn & Rodi Dura˜o et al. Bearman & Obasaju LES-SA LES-kω
St 0.134 0.133 0.130 0.134 0.130
shows, the Strouhal number of present simulations agree well with relevant experiments.
Phase-averaged x-velocity and fluctuation profiles at phase angle 90° and 270° are presented
in Figure 14. Favourable agreement has been obtained between profiles of LES-SA and experi-
ment of Lyn & Rodi (1994) (‚). The flapping movement of the shear layer is clearly illustrated
by profiles at two different phase angles. A very small under-prediction of the phase-averaged
x-velocity can be found at phase angle 270° at x “ 0.25 D in the reversed flow region. The
peak of the x-velocity fluctuation of phase angle 270° at x “ ´0.25 D is also underestimated.
These underestimates reveal that both the strength and the fluctuation of the reversed flow are
underestimated, which can be related to the less energetic vortices in the wake that LES-SA
demonstrates.
Changes of the velocities in the wake (x “ 2 D) with phase angles are shown in Figure 15.
The phase-averaged velocities above the cylinder (y ě 1 D) are well captured. Underestimate
of the amplitude can be found in both the streamwise and transverse velocity profiles after
the cylinder (y ď 0.5 D). This indicates that the LES-SA model under-predicts the velocity
changes introduced by the vortex shedding in the wake. This under-prediction has proved to
have an impact on the reversed flow near the cylinder top/bottom surfaces. Furthermore, the
under-predicted reversed flows are expected to reduce the convective heat flux on top/bottom
and rear surfaces of the cylinder, thus resulting a lower surface Nusselt.
4.3. Heat transfer results
Table 2: Global Nusselt number Nug of present simulations and experiments
Igarashi Yoo et al. LES-SA LES-kω LES-SA (FST)
Nug 107.6 111.6 89.3 96.9 91.5
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Figure 15: Phase-averaged velocities at x “ 2 D in the wake: —, LES-SA; ‚, Exp.
A comparison of the time-averaged global Nusselt number on cylinder surfaces are provided
in Table 2. Experimental results of Igarashi (1985) (Re “ 18, 500) and Yoo et al. (2003)
(Re “ 22, 500) are scaled to the present Reynolds number by the correlation provided. FST
increases the global Nusselt number as expected, while the LES-kω model provides a much
closer value to the experiments. A more detailed comparison is performed by plotting the time-
averaged local Nusselt number profiles on cylinder surfaces. As Figure 16 shows, profiles of
simulations are close to the experiments of Igarashi (1985) and Yoo et al. (2003). They show
a good match with the experimental data on the front surface. However, underestimate occurs
from approximately half of the top surface to the rear surface probably because of the under-
predicted velocity of reversed flow close to the cylinder. A small enhancement in heat transfer
on the top surface is found with the imposed FST despite that no obvious difference is found
in the velocity profiles. The LES-kω model shows better results on the top surface because of
the well predicted flow field near the cylinder. No improvement on heat transfer is found with
the FST on the rear surface, while LES-kω model gives a closer profile to the experiments.
This improvement over LES-SA is a result of the better predicted vortex shedding and reversed
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Figure 16: Time-averaged local surface Nusselt number: —, LES-SA; – –, LES-kω; – ¨ –,
LES-SA (FST); ‚, Igarashi (1985); ˛, Yoo et al. (2003)
flows. It may suggest that LES-kω is better suited for resolving the unsteady flows near the
cylinder.
5. Conclusions
Flow passing a heated square cylinder is investigated numerically using hybrid LES-RANS ap-
proach. Time-averaged velocities and fluctuations are accurately predicted by both models. The
LES-kω model reports a slightly stronger reversed flow near the cylinder top/bottom surfaces
and in the wake, which agrees more with the experiments. Agreement is obtained between re-
sults of the LES-SA model and experiment on the phase-averaged velocity profiles above the
top surface and in the wake, despite slight underestimate being found in the wake after the
cylinder. In terms of heat transfer, encouraging results of time-averaged global and local Nus-
selt number are obtained on cylinder surfaces. Small under-prediction is found on top/bottom
and rear surfaces due to the difficulties in resolving the flow separation and recirculation close
to the cylinder. The imposed free-stream turbulence in the up-stream increases convective heat
flux on the top/bottom surface as expected, but no improvement is found on the rear surface.
A better prediction is obtained by the LES-kω model as a result of more realistically captured
reversed flow near the cylinder and vortex shedding in the wake.
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